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The rate of change in agriculture has been so rapid in recent years 
that keeping abreast of the times has been difficult for many farmers. 
Oklahana agriculture is probably undergoing more drastic changes than 
agriculture in the remainder of the country. The number of farms has 
declined in the state as the size of individual units has increased. 
Livestock enterprises have gained in :importance with a decreased acreage 
devoted to cash crops. The problems arising out of this dynamic situa-
tion have made Oklahana farmers more desirous of obtaining information 
concerning future economic trends. 
Economic outlook information compiled by appropriate branches of 
the Department of Agriculture has been available to farmers for a number 
of years. How extensively farmers have used this information in making 
or changing their plans cannot be precisely measured. There are man7 
problems that confront the farmer who attempts to adjust his operations 
in light of economic indications. Many times the farm.er cannot make 
changes in response to change. Nevertheless there is a question as to 
whether the Oklahoma farmer has had access to outlook information de-
signed to meet his needs. 
Farmers are confronted with decisions in terms of short-run adjust-
1 
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menta, and they must know what to expect in the longer period ahead. 
Decisions are not always confined to farm operations as off-farm oppor-
tunities are often available. F.conomic gains from making wise decisions 
are not confined to the individual famer. Both the agricultural and 
general economy of the state will be strengthened as a consequence of 
increased efficiency in resource use. If farmers are supplied with cor-
rect and usable outlook information at the proper time, then they will 
be better able to make adjustments to meet indicated changes in produc-
tion and demand. 
Problems in Program Development 
Assuming that Oklahoma farmers need and desire an effective program 
of econoodc outlook information, the inaediate problem is developing 
methods for supplying this material. Oklahoma State University is the 
logical source of this kind of information. Agricultural economists at 
this institution possess, or can obtain, the necessary material for the 
program. To make the most effective use of these resources in develop-
ing and continuing an outlook program, there must be a system of coordi-
nation. It is with this problem that the writer is specifically con-
cerned. 
In the past, Oklahoma outlook material has been presented in terms 
of present commodity situations and prospects for next year's crop. 
Generally this is referred to as "annual outlook" and has been presented 
around the first of the year with situation reports periodically through-
out the year. To be most useful to farmers in making decisions, inf or-
mation should come at a time when they are evaluating their plans. This 
time is likely to vary among the various enterprises. Thus a need 
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exists for a "continuing" type of intormation, covering one or two items, 
but different ones in each publication. 
Brief outlines, whether written or spoken, serve a purpose and for 
some people and some subjects this may be all that is needed. However, 
these briefs many times merely create a desire for more details and the 
problem becaaes one of presenting a complete but concise analysis. 
There is a problem of determining the degree of thoroughness necessary 
tor best ca1D1UI1ication with farmers and others using the material. 
There is no basis for expecting each user of outlook to spend enough 
time studying the caaprehensive c<1111aodity situation reports released by 
the USDA. These reports are valuable to econallists who are engaged in 
studying, teaching, or writing about outlook. But their completeness or 
detail presents the econGlllic ·outlook writer with the problem of condens-
ing or summarizing the situation in terms of area adaptation and interest 
to the individual farmers within that area. In order for the writer to 
plan the time and text of material to be presented, he needs to know how 
and when the farmer can use the information in carrying out his opera-
tions. 
With supply and price situation for a particular enterprise avail-
able, the farmer may be in a position to change his production plans. 
Not only might this mean the shifting of. output b7 realigning enter-
prises, but could just as well influence his outlays for production 
resources. Capital investments are even more dependent upon the outlook 
situation since they cover a longer period in the future. 
Outlook infonnation may also influence the pattern of marketing of 
farm products. With loan programs and the use of economic information, 
the farmer is in a better position to distribute his marketings over 
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time. Even camnodities without support prices can be scheduled for 
timely marketing, which may avoid periods of heavy supplies. There is 
general belief that market prices can be stabilized with orderly market-
ings as a result of outlook. It is, however, the desire of farmers to 
sell at the most opportune time that is likely to result in the misuse 
of outlook information. Outlook should be so handled that it furnishes 
the farmer with infol"ll8tion helpful in decision making rather than as 
sure fire "dope" that might result in "playing the market." There is 
also the danger that instead of using the information as a guide, many 
farmers might think of it as the final answer without regard to influ-
ences which could alter the situation. 
Outlook material should include interpretations of structural 
changes taking place in agricultural production and mar keting. The 
farmer needs to understand how changes in consumer preferences affect 
the damam. for the products concerned. These structural chaBges are im-
portant in short term predictions as well as long time projections. 
Private agencies and canmodity groups issue outlook information to 
their custaners. In the case of private releases, oftentimes the same 
general application may not clear local questions. Canmodity groups may 
be inclined to select only the parts of outlook that point out optimis-
tic viewpoints without mention of the counter factors. Even if releases 
from these sources do meet the needs of farmers, they are not received 
by the majority of farmers. Thus there is a need for wider distribution 
of material condensed and 8Ullll8.1'ize~ from USDA reports by Oklahoma econo-
mists. 
This points up a problem as to distribution of outlook material. 
If the author of outlook information is far removed or unknown to the 
tamer, the reader may not make al\Y effort to clear contusion which 
might develop. If there is a local clearing place that has close con-
tact with the writer, then the farmer is more likely to seek further in-
fomation. 
There are a muaber of limitations in developing solutions to this 
problem. ot primary concern i8 the difficulty of :measuring results. 
Inferences cannot easily be made in light of individual experiences. It 
adjustments should be ude in terms of an ideal concept of outlook in-
formation use, the aggregate actions might contradict the original pre-
dictions or projectioll8. Then too, there is an uncertainty attached to 
making econ<Dic forecasts. However, outlook information may set in 
motion the actioll8 necessary to alter predictions. This aay result in 
desirable ends. 
History of Outlook Work 
Outlook work was started by the u. S. Department of Agriculture in 
192J. The following statement was included in the report of Secretary 
Wallace for that ;year: 
Producere need inf'omation to guide them in making proper adjust-
ments between the acreage planted to the various crops. The department 
began last spring to furnish this information •••••• A group of well• 
known economists and statisticians were invited to meet in Washington on 
April 20 •••••• to prepare a statement on the general !actors now unde~ 
lying the agricultural situation with a view to furnishing all possible 
bases for intelligent adjustments of production to demand. This canmit-
tee dratted a concise statement on the general economic outlook which it 
is believed has been of aaterial aid to all agricultural interests. 
This statement in the first outlook report was limited to a discussion 
of doaestic demand, foreign d•and, wheat, cotton, tobacco, corn and hogs. 
It was issued in mimeographed form together with the "intentions-to-plant" 
report, and later was printed in Weather I Crops and Markets. No further 
effort was 11ade to bring it to the attention of farmers.I 
1H. R. Tolley, "History and Objectives ot Outlook Work," Journal or 
Farm Econanics, Vol. XIII, October, 1931, P• 527. 
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In the earlier reports, both federal and state, much general advice 
was given concerning increases and decreases in acreage of crops and num-
bers or livestock, and f81"J18rs in feneral were otten urged to contract 
or expand sane line of production. 
Much credit for the development of agricultural outlook work is due to 
the et.forts ot H. C. Taylor, first chief of the B.A.E. He had urged 
that such service be made available to farmers for a number of years 
prior to its inception by the Department. After the 1923 report he had 
this to say: 
Fortunate:cy, those in charge of the extension service in Washington 
and in the states caught the vision at once am in 1924 entered with en-
thusiasm and courage upon the task of holding state and county meetings 
or farmers at which the outlook report was presented am the meaning ot 
it discussed. The purpose was to find out what farmers of a given local-
ity could do to best advantage in readjusting their farming to meet the 
situation arising out of changes which had taken place and changes which 
were anticipated in market prices.3 
The Idaho Agricultural Experiment station took serious:cy the ques-
tion of agricultural adjustment in the light of prospective market 
prices and competition in other areas. From 1927 to 1932 a series of 
bulletins on adjusting production to marketing prospects was published 
by that station.4 California and a nwaber of other states .made local 
outlook studies. 
In general, the series of local market studies was disappointing 
from the standpoint of finding opportunities for readjustment in produc-
tion that would turn energies toward producing for the local market and 
relieve the market tor the major staples of agriculture fran. burdensan.e 
surpluses which had depressed prices. Local .market studies were, as a 
2Ibid, P• 5Jl. 
~. c. Taylor, The story of Agricultural Economics, (Ames, 1952), 
P• 452. 
4Ibid, P• 467. 
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rule., too narrow in outlook, and too rare:!7 shoved the relative profits 
to be obtained trcn the proposed new ventures when ccapared with the old. 
Perhaps the most useful ot the studies were those ot northern Indiana 
and South Carolina. They considered. proapective costs, prices and rela-
tive profitableness. Perhaps it was because farmers knew their local 
markets and had already made the profitable adjustment to local market 
demand that the econcmliats found so little to recommend. It is regard-
ing distant markets llhich must be reached through aiddleaen that tamers 
espec1ally need intormation. The aper1.118nt in local market studies 
soon gave way to other lines of research.s 
The 1926 outlook report contained statements on thirty-one differ-
ent commodities, the dcaestic and foreign demaoo situation, agricultural 
credit, tarm labor and equipment. Thie report was more detailed than 
those tor previous years. Representatives fr<n twelve of the state 
Colleges assisted with this report during February, 1926. Two hundred 
thousand copies were mailed to farm correspondents ot the Department 
within ten days after cOJ1pletion ot the report. All newspapers and 
radio stations were supplied copies. Extension Services in soae ·states 
also used the report in meetings and publications. 
About this time tour state colleges-Missouri., Kansas, Minnesota., 
and Cornell--began the preparation of outlook statements and holding 
outlook meetings among .farmers. Kansas State College issued monthlJr 
statements including price forecasts. These were printed and mailed to 
a list of farmers in the state. The Agricultural Econaaics Department 
at Oklahcna state University (the Oklahcxaa A & M College) began issuing 
Current Farm Econanics in 1927. This publication reviewed the situation 
>Ibid, P• 477. 
for agriculture and for specific crops and contained historical price 
information. 
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Three representatives of Oklahoma State University attended the 
first regional outlook conference in 1930 in Atlanta, Georgia. Regional 
Conferences were abandoned after two or three years in favor ot a resump-
tion of the National Conterence. In .recent years the National Outlook 
Conterence has been held in HOYellber. It is attended by Extension Econo-
mists and others from all states as well as many Departllent officials 
and agricultural representati-.es frcra foreign countries. 
Outlook work in Oklahaaa has been done by various methods in past 
years. During the latter thirties and early forties llimeographed publi-
cations were issued arOWld the first o.t the year. Talks on outlook were 
presented at the annual Extension Conference of county agents, usual]Jr 
held in the fall at the University. 
About 19.50, outlook statements were presented by econOlldsts to 
county workers at district meetings over the state. Later county agents 
were encouraged to hold county meetings or W?rkers and leading farmers 
at which the econc:nists reviewed the outlook. These meetings were 
usually held in December. 
In 19S6, state extension workers were divided into four teams (one 
wOlll8D and one man) to work in each of the four extension districts. 
About tour sub-district meetings were held in each district, and county 
workers were given a review ~t the outlook for the cOllling year. These 
meetings were held in August. County workers were urged to hold meetings 
tor farmers in their respective counties. A project was activated b;y 
the Agricultural Extension Service of the University in August of 1956 
which required full time ot one employee on outlook work. 
CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOFMENT OF AN OUTLOOK PROORAM 
The needs and objectives for agricultural outlook information were 
clear'.cy' set out by H. C. Taylor in 1921. Speaking to Extension workers 
on "What Farmers Can Do to Solve Their Price Problem,• he said: 
Ir he is to act intelligently in the management ot his t&r11, with 
a view to the right adjustment of supply to demand, the tan.er must be 
provided with adequate knowledge of the world's probable needs and the 
production ot the various parts of the world to Met these needs. He 
must know not only the quantities produced in the various countries, but 
the comparatiTe costs ot production in each ot the c<npeting ,regions ot 
the world, including the coat ot putting the product on the cGlllllon ur-
ket. He needs to know not only the present condition ot production and 
conaumption throughout the world, but he needa to know and be able to 
interpret the changes which are taking place in production and connmp-
tion in order that he ma7 be in a position to adjust his farming to 
changes which affect prices and profits in given lines of production ••• 1 
In 1924., Taylor wrote as tolloirs: 
Inasmuch as orderly production is a neoess11r7 prel1m1nal"7 to 
orderly marketing, the well-intol'lled farmer must keep himself posted, 
months 1n advance, concerning the probable production ot various kinds 
ot livestock during the caaing season, as well as concerning the prob-
able requirements of the aarket.2 
In 19.31 Tolle7 not only emphasised an objective, but suggested the 
proper approach to the problem when he said: 
~e ot the primary objectives ot outlook work has been, and prob-
ably will continue to be, to obtain and make available to farmers infor-
ution that vUl be helpful to them in planning their production progra111S 
la. c. Taylor, The story ot Agricultural Econ<llics, (Ames, 19.52), 
P• 448. 
2Ibid., P• 4.52. 
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so as to obtain the greatest retUl"'lla tor their er.forts and resources •••• 
Production prograas, and changes and adjustments in production programs, 
are made by individual farmers for their indi'ri.dual tarms, and if we are 
to determine what changes and adjustments will result in larger incomes, 
we must approach the problem from the standpoint o.f the i.Ddividual 
farmer.3 
Farm managers essentially make tentative marketing decisions when 
thq decide on production pl.ans. The marketing s7stea cannot do what 
the producer .tails to do-adjust supply" to demand. Both these state-
ments imply" the same thing as Tqlor•s statement that "orderq produc-
tion is a necessar,y prel1m1 n&l'7 to orderq marketing.• These statements 
sug,est the economic frame of reference for outlook information and its 
use. 
It is not intended to give a ccmplete discourse here on the econani.c 
theory concemed with the relationship ot farmers and outlook inf'orma-
tion. ~~tead a brief sketch ot certain principles will be presented to 
show how eeon<ni.c the01'7 assists in prediction, choice am control. To 
do this, such concepts as supply", demand, price, inelastic demand, mar-
ket, short-run, long-run, production factors, and production alternatives 
will be briefly" explored. From this it is hoped to derive a general 
theol'7 relationship explaining the response behavior of farmers to price 
and production outlook information. 
Sane Basic .Theory 
Theory has been developed to explain the above empirical observa-
tions and statements. This theory not only" clarifies the needs and ob-
jectives but opens the door to problems am limitations in developing 
outlook programs. 
3'01197, P• S23. 
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Many references are made to "the law of supply and demand.• Sane-
times these references are made without a full understanding of supply 
and demand nor the implications to farmers. How does this "law" affect 
farmers and what can they do about it? Relating supply and demand with 
price shows how it affects .f'amers and suggests possible courses of 
action. 
Supp}¥ is defined as a schedule of quantities of' a product which 
will be offered in the market at variou.s prices, other things equal. 
Demand is a schedule of' quantities of' a product lihich will be taken by 
consuaers at various prices, other things equal. Both definitions app:cy-
to a particular unit of ti.lie. Each of the schedules can be charted on a 
curve such as SS and DD in Figure 1. 
P1--------
Pi,~ ~ - ~~~-+---.,~ 
0 
0 
The price at which the curves intersect is the equilibrium price. 
ihis gives meaning to the supp}¥ and demand relationship and is the mar-
ket price. There are uny circumstances under which this price may 
change. A change in supply without a change in demand or vice versa 
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results in price changes. Both supply and demand can change in the same 
or opposite directions with resultant price changes. At price p, a quan-
tity such as I will be taken by consumers and is the same quantity that 
sellers are willing to place on the market. Point A is the only signif-
icant point on the SS schedule with the demand DD given. If greater 
quantities are offered on the market at price p, or the same quantity at 
a lower price, then a new supply schedule s13i beeanes effective. A new 
equilibrium price p1 is established and quantity X1 is now taken by con-
sumers and point B becanes significant on DD. In a similar fashion th.is 
reasoning would apply to a change in the quantity taken by the buyers. 
To better understand the supply demand relationship facing the 
farmer we may assume pure competition. Under this assumption, no buyer 
or seller is large enough to influence price changes; no artificial re-
strictions exist; and, there is mobility ot resources and goods and serv-
ices in the economy. A fourth condition, complete knowledge of the 
economy, would make for perfect competition. Despite the absence of the 
above described conditions in the economy, agriculture does possess 
characteristics that approach the situation. At least the assumption 
gives a logical guide for economic analysis. 
Under pure co¥etition the price is determined by the indust,ry rela-
tionship of supply and demand. The individual farmer as one firm in the 
agricultural industry faces a horizontal demand curve (perfectly elastic) 
since he can sell all his product for·the market price at the particular 
time. This is illustrated. The farmer faces the demand dd and the 
aggregate demand for the product is DD or the industry demand curve. 
If the aggregate quantity put on the market at price pis greater 
than X1 for the industry, then a new supply schedule s1s1 becomes 
13 
effective. The new market price becomes P1• This is often the case in 
the agricultural industry.. Thus at the time in question the farmer can 
only get price Pi even thou.f)l his production pl..,.ns might have been based 
on an expected price of p. 
- __ nJ~_t1_·_- $ x p =:tNDU6TRY~ s 
-- -E· iri 1 ' Rr ·n.· ------ ~-. .V---. C-i,,. __ . -·- -~ 
Many farm products are seasonal in production which fixes an avail-
able supply for a certain period of time. This would result in a verti• 
cal supply curve as shown in Figure III-A. By withholding part of the 
supply and releasing it at intervals, the supply relationship as shown 
in Figure III-B results. Only the last period supply is fixed as illus-
trated by s3s3• Some economists refer to this relationship as reserva-
tion demand. This serves to ration the short run supply over time and 





0 x pe.l" wr. 
Price elasticity of demand measures how responsive quantity taken 
is to changes ill the price of a commodity given the demand curve. When 
tlle percentage change in priee 1S relatively larger than the percentage 
change in quantity taken the demand is inelastic to price changes. Suf-
ficient studies have been made to establish the fact that the demand for 
most food products is inelastic to price as well as income changes. 
Som.e food products are more inelastic than others to price changes. 
Factors intluencing the degree ot·elastieity are (1) the availability 
and prices of good substitutes, (2) the number of ues for the product 
and (3) the price of the commodity relative to consumer income. Of im.• 
portance to the farmer is the fact that increased supplies of products 
with inelastic demand. results in lower receipts for the seller. Like-
wise decreased supplies result in larger total receipts. 
The term market is used quite often in outlook work. Sometimes it 
refers to the particular 011tlet available to a farmer for the product 
being sold at the time. Again it will be referred to in a general refer-
ence, signifying price determination. Cochrane sets out the present 
concept of a :market as some sphere, or space, where (a) the forces of 
demand and supply are at work (b) to determine or modify price (c) as 
. . 
the ownership or some quantity of a good or service is transferred, and 
(d) certain physical and institutional arrangements may be in erldenoe.4 
He :further states that the pqsical facilities or the :market have no 
meaning in terms of the boundary limits of the forces of supply and de-
mand. 
~. W. Cochrane, 0 Tbe Market as a Unit of InquirT, n Journal of Farm 
Economics, Vol. DXIX, Febnaey, 19$7, PP• 21-22. 
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The above definition explains why the term market has different 
meanings but it gives little help in distinguishing the application in 
everyday usage. When we read or hear "the cattle market is steady today" 
it is necessary to assume that it refers to the price of all classes of 
cattle. ''There was a large supply on the market today" might refer to a 
particular market place or to all the places in the country for the prod-
uct in question. "A farmer takes his wheat to market" usually infers a 
particular place of sale. The forces of supply and demand for the entire 
industry, however, determine the price but the local market conditions 
might modify the general price. 
Price is the mechanism that regulates the supply and demao:i rela-
tionship. To the farmer it i• what he receives per unit for the partic-
ular product he is selling at the time. Since it is apparent that the 
farmer is interested in getting the price he expected or a higher one, 
then the principles of supply control need to be examined. Of course 
this is only one of the facets in the price determinations, but the 
farmer can do little on the demand side. 
If the farmer accepts demand as given he must use sane basis for 
anticipating supply and resulting pri~e • . Economists differ in their 
• • .l 
findings and opinions as to how the farmer anticipates price and his 
application to adjusting his supply in terms of production plans. 
According to Nerlove, studies by Smith, Bean, Walsh, Kohls, and Paarlberg 
suggest that !armers respom very little to price in planning their 
acreage.~ For the present it will be accepted that farmers do antici-
pate price when they undertake production plans. The limitations in-
volved will be discussed later. 
~ Berlove, "Estimates of the Elasticities of Supply of Selected 
Agricultural Ccnmodities,n Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXVllI, May, 
1956, ,p. 496. 
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With a knowledge of past demand-supply relationships for a partieu-
lar product the farmer has some price expectation for the c011D11odity con-
sidered in his production plans. Since under the assumptions used, the 
farmer desires to maximize returns and since lower prices mean less re-
turn for increased output, adjustment to higher price is the accepted 
aim. If last year's prices were lQ'N'er than marginal cost, then the 
farmer who is acting rationally will try to adjust this condition for 
the commodity in question. A brief summary of the procedure of adjust-
ment will help explain the use of price and other outlook information. 
Thus, it is assumed that the fourth condition of perfect knowledge for 
perfect canpetition does exist to some extent. 
To simplify the process, it will be further assumed that the prod-
uct in question is produced with two factors of production. The func-
tion is expressed as Y•f(X1~), where Y is the product and x1, 12 are 
the factors of production. It is assumed that the factors substitute 
for each other at diminishing rates. The expected cost or price of each 
factor is known. or anticipated. The farmer can either adjust his factor 
costs so that the same ,or greater output of the product may be made 
profitably-or a. lower output can be made. In tbis process the farmer is 
interested .. in .minilnizing cost. 
The principle of cost minimization is: If two or more factors are 
employed in production of a single product, cost is at a minimum.when 
the ratio of factor prices is inversely equal to the marginal rate of 
substitution of the faoters. This ean be expressed in equation form as: 
dX1 • p~ 
~ .•. i,· 
' I 
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The left side of the equation refers to the marginal rate of substi-
tution ot factor x1 for 12• Th, .right side refers to the price per unit 
ef the two factors. If the right side is less than the left side, costs 
can be reduced by using more 12 and less x1• 
If the farmer is unable to accomplish desired adjustments by mini-
mizing costs, the next step is to allocate resources between the product 
in question and some altemate enterprise. Asswning that the factors 
transform at the same ratio as the alternate product Y2, the.adjustment 
can be macie by reaching the.equilibrium position expressed as: 
If the price ratio is less than the substituti~ ratio, more Y2 
should be produced. 
Under conditions of unequal transformation the combined. equation 




dY1 '' .· ,. 
' .. :PY1 dX2' "" ' 
PI2 
.Th~ J,'!f;,e(!S. the opportunity cost ratio of producing Y1 s'7 in-
stead of Y2• If the value is less than 1, then it pays to allocate sane 
resources to the prociuetion of Y2 .. 
Farmers may not actually go through the calculatiGnS outlined above, 
but this is tlie generalized method of explai?ling what they are t;eyirig'to 
do when they plan production in terms of·expected priees which includes 
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the price of the factors used in production. 
Tompkin6 concludes from a study in Ohio that farmers use theoreti-
cal considerations in their production adjustments even though they do 
not have a formal notion of the concepts. His suggestion that extension 
econanists teach formal static marginal analysis to farmers may be ques-
tionable as pointed out by Plaxico. 7 Perhaps the results obtained from 
this study approach the requirement for simplification of the handling 
of production functions which link theor;r to empirical observation as 
set forth by NesiusB in 1950. It is encouraging that empirical observa-
tions seem to indicate an increased understanding and use of econanic 
principles. At the same time these observations tend to point out the 
need for further teaching by extension econanists. 
The theory outlined above is by no means all that is useful in pre-
diction and production planning. other choice guides both static and 
dynamic have been developed and refinement continues to improve the tools 
of analysis available to the economist. As pointed out above it may not 
be practical to teach farmers how to use all econanic principles. How-
ever, extension economists can use theory in providing farmers with in-
formation that will guide them in the process of decision making. 
The Theory of Knowledge and Management 
The farm (or business firm) manager is the decision-maker for his 
.individual firm. Many of the present day concepts of management rely on 
6J. R. Taapld.n, "Response of the Farm Production Unit as a Whole to 
Prices," Journal of Farm Econanics, Vol. n., December, 1958, pp. lll,-1128. 
7rbid, P• 1130. 
8Ernest J. Nesius, "Joint Use of Theor;r and Empirical Data," Journal 
o Farm F.conomics, Vol. XXXII, December, 19.50, PP• 1169-1181. 
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the earlier work of Knight9 who argued that management is needed because 
of imperfect knowledge resulting from change. This involves the process 
of learning and Knight noted that (1) perception of a situation and (2) 
inference or prediction of future outcones were connected with conscious 
behavior. Thus the process o! decision-making involves a determination 
of the present, the future, and the ability to deal with likely changes 
in the future. Deductive and inductive reasoning are necessary mental 
tools for managers in analyzing situations and deciding alternative 
courses of action. 
JohnsonlO reports two types of error developed by statistical theo-
rists as possibilities in choosing between alternatives. Consider the 
case of two alternatives. If one is best, but is not accepted, a type-I 
error is made. If this alternative is worse but is accepted, a second 
type error is made. Avoiding these errors is a challenge to the ability 
of the manager. The better his knowledge, the more accurate his deci-
sions are like:cy, to be. 
Five different knowledge situations are set out by Johnson~ 
1, Perfect knowledge or at least the conviction that know-
ledge is nearly enough perfect to act as if it weie per-
feet. 
2. The risk situation in which a manager feels that his pres-
ent knowledge is good enough for him to take either posi-
tive or negative action and that additional knowledge is 
not worth the cost of learning it. 
9Frank: H. Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, (Boston and New 
York, 1921), PP• 197-232. 
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3. The learning situation in which action is postponed until 
more is learned as the cost of learning is less than the 
worth. 
4. The inactive situation results from insufficient knowledge 
for positive action and the cost of learning is considered 
to cost more than its worth, the manager neither acts or 
tries to learn. 
5. Forced action situations arise when outside influences 
force action even though present knowledge is considered 
inadequate and more could be learned at less cost than its 
Talue. 
Imperfect knowledge is involved in the last four situations. In 
order to complete his decision-making process the manager must perform 
five recognized tasks of unagement. Briefly these five tasks are: (1) 
observation or known facts and trials of others; (2) ana;IYsis of these 
observations in terms of his particular set of conditions; (3) decision 
as to the best alternative course of action; (4) take action on the 
selected course; and (5) accept the responsibility for the outcome of 
the action. 
Outlook intormation is among the observations made by fana managers. 
Likewise it is, or could be, useful in all five .of the knowledge situa-
tions outlined above. An understand1 ng of the concepts of aanageaent 
and the learning process is essential to preparation of eeon<D.ie outlook 
information. 
The theory sketched in the preceding part of this section offers a 
conception of the framework in which individual and firm decisions con-
cerning supply of farm products are made. Little attention has been 
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given to the demand side since this study is directed toward adjustments 
farmers may make in supp]Jr to meet changing demand situations. The de-
cisions made by a tann manager, within limits of variables beyond his 
control, deteraine the output of his unit. The 8UDUILation of individual 
decisions for farm production gives an aggregate supply relation for 
agriculture. Consumer decisions may- be summ&ted into an aggregate de-
mand relation. The shifts of these two aggregates when subjected to 
ana]Jrsis explain fluctuationa in the farm product price level. 
How Farmers Use Outlook Information 
Possibilities 
The tamer produces and markets in a dynamic econany rather than a 
static sense as followed by theory. Adjustment to uncertainties and 
discounting expectations plays a part in the farmer's plans. The large 
assortment of variable factors places certain limitations on the desired 
accauplishments within the economic framework under which management de-
cisions are made. However, theoretical concepts and outlook inrorma.tion 
developed within the framework find practical use in farm production and 
marketing. 
Millerll outlined. four areas in which outlook information could be 
helpful. Briefly stated they are: 
1. Short-run problems of timing sales ot output and purchase 
of supplies, or "market outlook." 
2. Problems dealing with alternative use of existing re-
sources. 
111. F. Miller, "Outlook and Farm Management," Journal of Farm Eco-
nomics,. Vol. XXII, February, 1949, PP• 642-645. 
3. Cyclical and longer-run problems dealing with adjust-
ments in the basic organization and size of operations 
of the business. 
4. Development of a sound financial program for the farm 
family. 
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Perhaps more use of outlook has been made in the first area. The 
use of outlook infomation in the second and third area could probably 
be expanded by increased understanding through better educational pro-
grams. The fourth area as set out above may be more logically a result 
of acc<111plishments in the other three. 
Once the farmer has the product ready for market his costs of pro-
duction have no meaning in terms of price received. Certain things such 
as delayed marketing., storage or processing may return more than imme-
diate sale. These and other functions may or may not be done by the 
farmer., but they have a bearing on the price of the product not 0111¥ at 
the time, but in the future. To better understand these influences the 
famer needs outlook information which will not only help determine mar-
keting time., but the best use for the product. Sane products may go 
directfy' to market or they may be an intermediate product used as a pro-
duction factor for another product. These are examples of use under the 
first area. 
Individual farmers differ in their method of using the 11plarming 
process," but operators must allocate their resources between enter-
prises. Expected prices may play a part in this allocation. Nerlove 12 
concludes that individual farmers can and do shift when conditions make - -
a shift profitable. He cited the work of Beneke and Howell with Iowa 
12Nerlove., PP• 496-512. 
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f araers not participating in the com allotment program. These !al"lllera 
increased corn acreage at the expense of soybeans and other crops. Ber-
love presmaed these farmers 8hittect·because they could anticipate that a 
caabination ot corn support prices and allotments would make it profit-
able to do so. 
Heaeyl.3 obserYes that agriculture has a strong tendency to maintain 
its short-run output even as short~run price-cost ratios var,- widely. 
He cites fixed short-run costs and limited capital as the two :main rea-
sons for agriculture'• slowness to adjust to changing eeoncmdc condi-
tions. 
It is in the third area described above that the use of outlook in• 
.f'ormation is most needed because adjustments to longer-l'Wl problems in-
volve. •ore· ~changes 7 in use of resources. .. These problems are concerned 
with cyclical changes in the general price level as well as longer-run 
secular changes in .the demand and supply pictures for specific products 
rather than trcm short-run and intermediate shifts in relative prices. 
The adjustments made by tal"Jll8rs in meeting these changes are likely to 
be different in case of a falling price level as contrasted with a 
period· o.r- -rising ·prices. Hart14 et al. list twelve adjustments for farm 
managers in meeting a falling price level and orµy five for rising 
; :;; -.- =-- ;:.;,:;._·';"' -
prices. ·A 'similar discussion of adjustaents is made by Johnson and 
associates.15 In recent work Johnson points to the need for these 
13Earl o. Heady. "Uncertainty in Market Relationships and Resource 
Allocation in the Short-Run•" Journal of Farm EconOld.cs• Vol. XXXII. May 
1950, PP• 240 • 251. 
14v. B. Hart. M. c. Born and L. c. Cunningham, Farm Management and 
Marketing, New York, 1942, PP• 384-388. 
·15 ~, .. 
Sherman Johnson et al •• Managing a Farm• (New York• 1946) PP• 338-~. ' 
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adjustments in the inullediate future as well as needed research and ex-
tension education to facilitate them.16 
From the west-central Ohio study Tomld.n17 found that farmers at-
tempted adjustments to price changes although they tended to wait until 
an up or down trend was obvious. As a group, they adjusted more to past 
price changes than their own expectations. They were apparentl.¥ more 
willing to take positive adjustment action with the reassurance of for-
ward pricing afforded by support prograJIS. Tomkin concluded that income 
could be increased through resource adjustment with knowledge of price 
relationships and suggests this as a challenge to outlook and extension 
personnel. Plaxico18 pointed out that these observed responses might be 
due to changes in other variables. 
How farmers use outlook information in relation to theory can best 
be understood by tracing the steps followed in a hypothetical example. 
Actual observations and questions experienced by this writer and others 
indicate this type of situation is a common occurrence, rather than a 
possibility. Suppose a farmer finds himself harvesting a bumper crop of 
grain so~gh~ with cash market price Dlllch below what was e:xpected. As a 
result of prior outlook information, the farmer is aware of large hold-
ings already' in stock. Therefore, he can see little advantage to stor-
ing for future sale. Since the farmer has experience in feeding cattle 
he considers this as an alternative use for the grain. He has the 
l6sheman Johnson, "Present am Future Surplusea--Trends and Solu-
tions from Standpoint of Supply," Increasing Understanding of Public 
Problems and Policies, (Chicago, 1956), Farm Foundation, pp. 4.3-48. 
l7Taupldn, P• 1128. 
18 Ibid, p. 1129. 
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technical information needed and knows about what it would cost him to 
produce gains on different types of beef an:illals. Based on supply-
demand relationships he decides to feed the grain rather than sell. 
The next move is to decide whether to feed calves or yearlings, 
steers or heifers, and medium or better quality animals. Current market 
prices may determine which is the best buy at the time. But the farmer 
must decide to sell six months or more in advance. The suppl,¥ and price 
outlook for finished cattle during the relevant periods ahead must be-
come a part or the calculations along with the cost of the feeder cattle, . ' 
the feed am other items. The farmer either bas a source of information 
in which be has confidence or he inquires from one or more sources and 
arrives at an expected price. Unless the farmer is partial to a certain 
type of feeding operation, he will choose the type of feeder cattle that 
promises the best profit. Feeding plans and marketing periods are then 
adjusted to this choice. 
It might be pointed out here that the prod.vet, grain, now becomes a 
factor of p~oduetion as does the purchased feeder animal. The farmer 
now cc:&bines these with inputs of additional feed, labor, machinery and 
I . 
equipment to prcxluce beef. 
The farmer may alter his plans as the operation is carried out. He 
may decide to sell the animals sooner than anticipated because prevail-
ing prices • might be better than future expectations. Or he might decide 
to feed to heavier weights because future prices indicate this would be 
profitable. Although technical procedures such · as rate of gain may 
cause some adjustments in plans, eoonallic int ormation plqs the big role 
in decision :making. 
The farmer in the example cited has .followed the general outline of 
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theory developed earlier. In addition this illustrates the adaptation 
of outlook to the first two areas of use described earlier. If the 
farmer in this case decided to invest in permanent equipment to continue 
the feeding operation then these adjustments would entail use of outlook 
in the longer-run and would illustrate the use in the other two areas. 
The process could be applied to a decision to feed hogs instead of cat-
tle or in combination with them. The choice guides would be the same. 
A study among Ohio farmers who feed cattle each year showed many of 
the same considerations as described above.19 The survey was made in 
April of 1953 and rechecked the following December for results and 
changes from original plans. Prices of feeder cattle were considered 
along with _expected prices for f inished cattle. No change in plans were 
made by 36% while 31% sold less and 32% made increased sales. However, 
70% were vi thin 10% of original sales plans. Both prices and technical 
reasons entered into changed plans. A thearn20 concluded from this sur-
vey that the "expectation" given by a tanner in response to a question 
sometime before action may be quite different frcm the "expectation" on 
which he ultimately bases his action. 
The need for a better understanding of farmer reactions was pointed 
out by Tolley-21 in 1931. He stated that a knowledge of how dlfferent 
classes of farmers "react" to changes in prices, costs, and non-econanic 
factors would help outlook workers in serving farmers better. 
l9James L. Athearn, "Price Expectations, Plans and Decision Making 
Among Ohio Canmercial Cattle Feeders," Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 
XXXVIII, February, 1956, P• 126-143. 
20ibid. 
21.rolley, p. 524. 
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The Increasing Importance ot Outlook Information to Farmers 
Relation to General Economz 
The continual decline in total DUJ1ber as well as percentage of 
people employed on farms has changed drastically the relationship of 
agriculture to the rest of the economy. The muaber of farm residents 
dropped from 23% of total populations in 1940 to 12% in 19.58. '!his is 
even more significant when changes in number of people earning their 
principal income fran sources off the farm are considered. Farm income 
has not kept pace with the rise in non-farm income. Income per person 
has been maintained in recent years only by the decline in farm popula-
tion. Per capita income tor non-farm people has averaged slightly more 
than twice that of farm people. An increasing proportion or the income 
of farm residents is caning froa non-farm sources.22 
Another significant relationship to the rest of the econom;y is 
revealed in the growth or agribusiness in recent years. Non-farm inputs 
(all inputs except labor, land and buildings}- increased frc:n 29% of the 
total in 1940 to .51% in 19.57.23 Increased specialization in farming has 
resulted in more processing and marketing functions performed in off-
farm locations. The growing super market s7stem has brought on many 
changes in the distribution of food products. 
The growth in investment requirements for farming tends to cast 
farm operators more and more in the role of business executives. The 
average investment in a commercial family operated wheat farm in the 
22Agricultural Outlook Charts, USDA, Washington, D.c., 19.58, pp. 8, 
26. 
23Kenneth L. Bachman, •Prospective Changes in the Structure of Farm-
ing," presented at the .)6th Annual National Agricultural Outlook Con-
ference, NCJVeaber, 19.58, Washington D. c., p. 1.5. 
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Southern Plains was $17,000 in 1940 compared with $81,000 in 1958.24 
The Average investment or all commercial farms in the U. s. for 1954 was 
about $34,000. Projections to 197S indicate this investment in lam, 
buildi.1;lgs, machinery and livestock to be about twice this amount in 19S4 
prices.2S 
The changes in crop acreages and shifts frCillll region to region in 
recent years is another factor in the importance or outlook information 
to farmers. The movement of cotton from the southeast to the west is an 
example. In Oklahana., farming systems have cbenged since the end of 
World War II. These changes have illlplications in the relationship of 
farmers to the non-farm economy- as well as internal structural changes 
in f am operations. 
The changing in farm family- lirlng patterns in relation to urban 
families is an important consideration. The effect of institutional 
factors such as Social Security is an ex.ample of closer relationship 
with the general econ0lll1'• Cranarty26 traces these relationship changes 
under these sections: (1) production processes, (2) coD.SQmption pro-
cesses, (3) political activities and (4) attitudes toward political 
and institutional factors. 
Recent developments in the agribusiness economy tend to raise doubt:. 
as to future implications of changing relationships between farm and non-
farm sectors of the econOJl\Y• In this respect the growth of vertical 
integration has raised questions as to the future of the family- operated 
24Agricultural Outlook Charts, p. 17. 
2'Bachllan, P• ll. 
26wi.n1am A. Cromarty, "Changing Relationships Between Agriculture 
and the National F.conav," Journal of Farm F.conomics, Vol. IL, December, 
1958, PP• 1.$68-1578. 
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farm. Concern is expressed over the possibility of management being 
transferred to off-farm business firms. Economic outlook information is 
important to farmers as a source of knowl edge concerning this situation 
since it adds to the list of problems requiring decisions from the farm 
manager. 
In Relation to Technical Advance 
Technology development has been at a rapid rate since 1940. The 
farm output per man hour has doubled during that time. As a result one 
tam worker now produces enough to support twenty-three other people 
compared to eleven in 1940 and only seven in 1910. 27 
With technology increasing so rapidly, outlook infonnation becomes 
of greater importance to the farmer because of adjustments to changes. 
Heady attaches two general properties to technical improvement.28 First 
is the development of a new production function with greater output of 
product from a given total input of resources as shown in Figure A. 
Adoption ot the innovation enables the farmer to either increase output 
or decrease inputs. This should result in lower costs and increased 
profits in the shoi;t run. The second universal _property of innovations 
in agriculture is the altering of the production surface. The marginal 
physical rates ot substitution (the elasticity of substitution) are 
always altered in favor of one factor by specific innovations. This is 
illustrated in Figure B. An iso-product line F, ~epresentative of the 
new technique has a greater slope toward one input than the old technique 
line E~ The substitution rate is measured geanetrically by the two 
27Agricultural Outlook Charts, P• 21. 
28E. o. Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
.!!.!!~ (New York, 1952), p. 802. 
triangles. In the lower contour the same change in capital offsets a 
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In a broad sense technological changes have revolutionized rural 
living as well as developing specialized commercial farming. Such im-
provements as electricity, modern transportation, and new conmunication 
methods have changed rural living although not as fast nor complete as 
mechanization has production methods. J ohnson29 in 1950 made note or 
almost complete transformation of' production in areas most affected by 
technological change. The wide disparities of adoption at the time, es-
pecially between areas, praupted him to suggest a desirable structure of 
agriculture for an environment of progress. Six goals were prescribed 
dealing with econanic equality, transfer of resources, off-farm employ-
ment and other adjustments. He also suggested means of implementing the 
selected ends. 
29Sheman E. Johnson, "Technological Changes and the Future of 
Rural Life," Journal of Farm Econanics, Vol. xmI, May and August, 1950, 
PP• 225-239 and 485, respective:cy. 
Jl 
Later, in discussing technological research and education, Jehnson 
and Barton.,JO take a somewhat different approach. In this report it was 
apparently assumed that society- had benefited as well as some individual 
farmers and groups ot farmers, .but.the effect on non-adopters and late 
adopters of innovations was minimized. At any rate this seemed to dif-
fer with some of the inferences drawn from the earlier report. PlaxicoJl 
takes a more conventional approach in discussing the long-term effects 
of technology. He shows that the dif'terential rate of technological 
develo~nt benefits areas or commoditiE3s where.development is more. 
rapid at the expense of those where development has been slower •. The 
early adopter also.benefits at the expense of the late adopter in the 
same manne:r. Long-run benefits of technical development accrue to. 
farmers . as consuming members of society. Coehrane32 views teehnological · 
advan~e as the only real shifter Gf the supply function and as permeat-
. .·.· . .. . ··.: . . ' 
· ing much, OI" aµ., .d.ecisicm-mald.ng in .American_ agriculture. RegarolelJs 
of th.e, viErffS accepted one must concede that technieal advance is : ot 
.-, .. :.~ .• ,. . ,_ ' . -: . . ... '·- ' . - . 
Prl.mEi ~S?rt,~~e ·1p farm production ~-:n~es.! .... '1.'~e present develo,elllc~n1:. in 
. • - . • -~ .. . - .. '. • ~- -: ;;- ·• <'.-. •• • ' .·-· - ; • . ' 
the poultry industry is but one example of this~ Outlook intormation 
can play a helpful role in adjusting io future technical developments. 
In fact, probable changes in technology- may be more important considera-
tions in certain investment decisions than price or demand prospects; 
30ShermanE~ Johnson and Glen T. Barton, "Effects of Teehno::J,.ogical 
Research and Education," AS{icultural Agjustment Problems in a Growing 
Economy, eel • .Heady. et al., Ames; 1958), PP• 39-58. . 
.31 ·. . . 
Ibid. 
32willard w. Cochrane, "Additional Views on Demand and Supply'," 
A ieultural Ad ustment Problems in a Gr ., ed. Heady et al., 
Ames; 19 , PP• 9 - • 
32 
The increasing importance of outlook information is emphasized by 
Head,33 in reporting expressed needs of Iowa farmers. In a sample sur-
vey 64% desired more outlook in:f'oxmation while 94% needed various kinds 
of economic information. This contrasted with only 43% expressing need 
for additional cropping information. In relation to the general economy 
the need for outlook information by farmers is becoming more important. 
McNea134 makes this clear in commenting on the growth of industry's use 
of forecasting. He states that industry makes more practical use of out-
leok and forecasts than any other group. The information is used in 
planning actions to eliminate or minimize risks. 
Limitations and Problems 
Outlook information is not without limitations as to application 
and e~cted results from its use. Theory is limited by assumptions 
which disregard many variables experienced in the real world. Even with 
certaµi al,.lowanoesfor these in practical use .of.outlook informat:i,.on 
deveJ,op~ts .mar n9t approXimate the predictions. Imperf eetions ·. arise 
because of manipu~tions by the human element and uncertainties of other 
elements incl'Ud.i:ng weather. Perhaps the most important limitation is 
impo~ed 0 by the! lack of balance achieve<f bi the kggregate actions ,,of 
- . . -:- . . . -. ·._ .::::: . ~ _ .. '. . . . . .' ) . 
farmers in malq.ng:, individual decisions .!lnd p4n~. The major limitations 
. - . - ·.-·--··-- ~-·="-··:,; - .,-, ; ·-~: .. . --> .··~ ; .• 
along with particular related problems require more consideration. 
33E. o. Heady., "Implications or North Central Managerial study.,n 
Journal of Farm Economics., Vol.XXXIlI, December~ 1955., pp. 1122-1125. 
3bnean McNeal; ••The Development Use of Econami.c Informatiom0and 
· Forecasts by Indus~ry," Journal of Farm Economics., Vol. XXXI., February., 
1949., PP• 646-650., 
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Accuracy and B.eliabilitz: 
Probably the first question raised concerning forecasts concerns 
their accuracy. The use made of outlook information depends upon the 
confidence of those it is intended ·to help. Baker and Paarlberg3S made 
a study of USDA forecasts to determine how accurate the forecasts were. 
'!'hey developed a method of scoring on the basis of assigned values that 
rated the accuracy of the forecast with the actual outcome. The. study 
covered selected series of forecasts made in the period 1923-50. 
Briefq their findings showed that: 
1. General economic forecasts had an accuracy evaluation 
score of 75 compared to zero it they had been com• 
pleteq wrong and 100 if' perfect. Theoretically a 
·- . ~-
score of SO could have resulted over time purely fran. 
guessing. 
2. Price predictions were not as accurate as other series-
scoring only 60 camps.red to 77 and 78 for Industrial 
Production, Demand and Farm Income. 
3 • Forecasts. of annual averages had a slight,q higher score 
than for monthly predictions and were appreciably higher 
in sane series. 
4• The likelihood of successfully predicting a directional 
change was greater for the forecasts averaged over 
longer periodsJ the likelihood of a prediction close to 
the actual level of the variable was greater for short-
time averages. 
3>John D. Baker, Jr. and Don Paarlberg, "How Accurate is Outlook?", 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXIV, November, 1952, pp. 509-519. 
5. The aecuracy of specific forecasts was consideral>~ 
better than non-spec~ic predietiens. Since more pre-
dictions ef specific figures were made for the Farm 
Income series these forecasts scored higher than others. 
6. Large variations in accuracy and skill occurred each 
year during the study. 
7. The naming of major turning points in the course of 
economic events is the most difficult phase of fore-
casting but it is the most important. 
8. Errors in general eoonomie forecasts were reflected in 
commodity forecasts when general predictions were used 
as a basis for the speeif'ie reports. 
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The last point made above is important in developing ·state outlook 
programs. Since most ot the basic outlook information originates in 
USDA, any error in the general framework may be carried into the local 
forecasts. The question arises.as ·to the possibility of state econo-
mists being able to detect errors and avoid some of the errors. , · Ability 
to fit local information into the general situation might help in this 
connection but there is alse danger ot lessening the accuracy. 
The reliability of USDA forecasts are sanetimes questioned as to 
political implications. The study cited above showed no evidence ot 
forecasts being more optimistic in election years than at other times. 
However, in 1956 when the National Outlook Conference was shifted from 
October to November, charges were made that it was to avoid a pessimis-
tic forecast just prior to election. Possibly a danger is hidden in 
the trend away from the use of state economists in assisting with the 
preparation of outlook statements. This does not aean that the organi-
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zation and procedure now used isn't satisfactory. But with the influ-
ence ot national farm programst.ae:re might be a tend.ency for certain 
factors to be minimized and others to be emphasized. Even with the 
freedom to modify or revise the reports for state use, state economists 
cannot be as effective as they were in the earlier days when they helped 
make the statements. 
The Preblem of Aggregation 
In discussing decision making it was pointed out that individual 
managers do not respond to economic and other stimuli in the same manner. 
This creates quite a problem in estimating the supply .relationships £or 
£am. products. Plaxico36 describes this problem and three alternative 
methods of estimating suppq-(1) structural estimates based on time 
series data, (2) statistical projection of variables based on tiJne 
series data., {J) aggregated firm responses based on cross sectional 
data. Managers determine individual firm supply relationships large'.17 
'by deductions from aggregate data. Economists, in estimating industry 
supply relationships £or individual products as well as the total supp'.17 
of all products,. must translate the· expected individual suppq responses 
into aggregate terms. Variables in each instance may cause the actual 
in each case to be different from-the indications. 
Planoo-31 also presents an approach to better understanding indi-
vidual farm supply responses. He uses the concepts of aquisition and 
salvage value of production factors in connection with asset fixity to 
explain fina supply- response to price changes. Basic theory concerning 
36James s. Plaxico, "Aggregation of Supply Concepts and Firm Supply 
Functions," Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin No. 56., {Stillwater, 
19,8), PP• 76-91. 
37Ibid. 
supply presented earlier indicates reversibility of supply functions, 
that is, after response ot increased supply to higher prices that re-
sponse to lower prices would move down the old supply function. However, 
shifts in farm supply functions are not reversible• J c.imson.38 states 
that once individual £armers have expanded their production capacity, 
they are not likely to increase their net incomes by reducing farm 
output. 
The problems connected with supply response and relationships are 
generally recognized by economists and recently more attention has been 
devoted to development of techniques that will be useful in solving 
these problems. 
The Human Element 
Differences in reactions of individuals to various stimuli cannot 
be over emphasized. The behavior of individuals has important impli• 
- . . 
cations for economists in developing and presenting outlook information. 
In studying attitudes of fal'lll&rs toward price expectations Williams39 
found that farmers preferred sure-chance to uncertainty of higher re-
turns with possible lower retlU."lis'. More farmers would take chances when 
the higher income depended on their knowledge. However, farmers in this 
study would not contract to sell corn in advance at a price equal to 
that which they eJCl)ressed as most likely. 
Individual managers appal"ently use value judgments that result in 
different actions from those which eeonanists consider rational. 
38Sherman E. Johnson, "A Mid-Century Look at u. S. Agriculture," 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXIII, November, 1951, PP• 649-662. 
39n. B. Williams, "Price Expectations of Illinois Farmers," Jour-
nal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXX:IlI, February, 1951, PP• 20-39. -
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Reiss40 sqs that predictions of human behavior are usually' based upon 
the degree of relationship between the criterion (a measure of success 
in the activity) and one or more of-three main types of predictive fac-
tors: (l.) prev~ous pertom.&J19e1 (2) protieiency tests and (3) personal 
characteristics. Outlook· eeonanists must consider at least the first 
and third factor in connection with forecasting but only the first may 
be useful. .At any rate hum.an behavior is an important variable in 
developing and using outlook information. If outlook inf'ormation aceom-
plisbes desired aggregate adjustments, individual behavior is the neees-
sar.r force for achievement. 
Types 'of: In:rormation . 
In view of the problems and limitations described, brief considera-
tion will be given to the t»es oi'-intormation needed to meet the eon-
. . . 
c~~tual requirements far an effective outlook information progrU1. Care-
i'ul selection of inf'orma:U.on is important because without the proper 
kinds _of 1!18terial1 good methods of preparation and presentation may be 
fruitless. 
Short Run and Loy RU! 
These terms are used somewhat loosely in economics--smetimes to 
deseribe time periods and at other to describe the lapse ot time between 
making a foreeast and the time period in which it occurs. Marshall41 
used three time periods: (1) The market period, referring to a single 
day or few days in which suppl1' was :limited to that in sight. (2) The 
40,. · J. Reiss, "Measuring the Management Factor," Journal of Fara 
Econmj_es, Vol. XIII, llovember, 191'9, PP• 1065-1072. 
41Alfred Marshall, Principles of Econm:l.cs, (8th edition), ed. 
MaCDlillan and eo. Ltd., (i:.oiidon, 1920) 1 Book 5, Chapter S-8. 
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short peri00;, is long enough for the rate of supply of a comodity to be 
changed but too short for adjustments to change output. (3) The long 
period is a time long enough for changes in numbers and kinds of firms, 
etc. to take place. Used in these definitions the time periods will 
vary for different commodities. For purposes of outlook _work a conven-
ient usage is to use short run or short term to ref er to any period up 
to one year. Beyond one year is a long run or long term period. For 
particular situations these periods could be used more specifically. 
As to the lapse of time between a forecast and the time of occur-
rence these should probably be called short range and long range. Bakerh.2 
and Paarlberg grouped forecasts into: (1) Short-term which consisted. 
of monthly .forecasts made three months or less ahead and annual fore-
casts made after December .31. (2) Long-term which consisted of_monthly 
forecasts made more than_ three months ahead and annual forecasts made 
before January- 1. These uses are purely arbitrary and may be varied to 
fit any situation but the terms should not be confused with the·tim.e 
period described above. 
The usefulness of outlook information for the short period has been 
discussed in general terms earlier. Too often DWJT people think the 
primary function of outlook is to regulate marketing activities by pre-
dicting buying and selling times. Farmers should not rely too heavily 
on short run market forecasting 'but should consider them as one factor 
in making individual decisions. Perhaps most outlook programs have 
emphasized the short peri.od. am neglected the longer run periods. 
Farmers need into:rmation concerning all possible periods of forecasting 
but should base decisions upon the relative values. Therefore outlook 
42 -Baker, p. 513 
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information should not only contain forecasts tor short and long run but 
should relate them in comparative terms so that they may be weighed 
properly in decision making. Hea~.3 stated that education needs to 
focus more on the long•nm outlook in order that transfers of resources 
will be facilitated and fewer persons will make wrong judgments in their 
earlier flexible years. 
All the periods described are import.ant and the extension econo-
mists should properly balance the amount of time and space given to each. 
The longer-run or secular period, in which underlying economic factors 
such as population, capital requirements and other conditions may change, 
is also very important in agricultural outlook. Keeping .f'amers. in-
formed as to changes requires·eareful selection and use of in.f'onnation 
concerning time periods. Previous forecasts should also be corrected to 
reflect current developments. 
General and.§l>eoitic 
Outlook information can be generalized in several ways or developed 
specifically for each commodity or for ditferen~ localities. ~eral 
,' • • • ' • .1 • • •• . 
agricultur~ information is useful to farmers, but is not sufficient to .. .•·· .· ;; . . -
meet the.~e~q.s of 1',0St of them either Jp. p~ing or marketing. ,The 
. . . . : .. ,. ' . . ~ . . ... 
over-all .picture enables the farmer to· put his situation in perspective··· 
but specific commodity infonnation is needed for him to chart a rational 
course of action. General information refers to national level figures 
on such-items·as·gross income, net inccne., and production expenses. 
Prices.can also be.expressed in general terms of being higher or lower., 
and may r~fer to aggregate level. The farmer needs in:f'ormation on spe-
cific items~ 
43E. o. Heady, "Adjustments in Production to a Growing EconOJD1'," 
Journal of Farm Economics., Vol. XXXVII, December, 1955, pp. l065-lo69. 
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A statement that :farm income will be down next; year gets the 
attention of the farmer but he would like to know about how much lower. 
Then he'd like to know the specific reasons for the lowered income, 
whether due to an expected drop in prices or production. He is also 
interested in the expected general level of oosts for production items. 
But this general infonnation must be followed b7 outlook material as 
applied to J?&rtieular commodities, specific time periods, and localities, 
if possible. 
Even when the inf'ormatioii is slanted. toward the particular, there 
arises a need for more detail. For instance the statement that hog 
prices will be low next year does not ~ive enough intormation·toenable 
the farmer to make a rational decision. To evaluate his own situation 
and determine his possibilities of choice he needs to know about how low 
prices will go and why. The period or periods of expected low prices 
may be the decisive factor in bis particular situation. Without specific 
intormation the ,farmer cannot be expected to adjust production in an 
, ' . - ,. . .. 
ordel'ly fashion. 
Production an4 CoS!'1!!1Ftion 
KnQt;Tledge.-of production for specific crops during the current,year 
and expected.~upplies for the coming year is not enough on which:to 
. : . . .. ~-··. . . ' .~ . 
judg~ altemat~!~ _future plans. The J;,rmer, ~J.nterested in the growing 
. - . ~ . . . .-:. .. . .,:: -. 
investment requirements for farms in general and his in particular. The 
coat of capital is of concern, but more emphasis is placed on the avail-
ability of the c·apital. Combining econom1c ·irirormation with technical 
processes to'improve output is a definite aim_of efficient farm managers. 
Achieving higher ji.elds and lower cost production is not sufficient. Il'i-
f ormation ·related io consumption must also be considered in the combi.:. . ,-
nation of skills and knowledge going into the production process. 
If the per capita consmnption for a particular farm product is 
decreasing each year, the farmer needs to know why. In one case this 
could signify a change in preference by consumers. In another instance 
it might be due to a failure of technology development to keep pace so 
that the product could remain competitive. Wheat is a good example or 
the first case while sheep production might be placed in the second 
situation. If consumers are using a substitute for sane farm produeed 
item then the producers of it need information as to the preference 
change. Synthetic fiber use compared to cotton illustrates this situa-
tion. The farmer needs to lmow the reasons behind the change and the 
possibility of future developments. These play an important part in his 
selection or enterprises for his production plans. 
In general it may be stated that outlook information should be made 
available on all farm products. The individual farmer is not interested 
in all commodities, but his interest should not be confined to just the 
products.· he grows. This is evident when consideration is given to an 
alternative enterprise not currently produced on his farm. Another im-
portant consj,deration is the matter of ~ubstitute products. A farmer 
definitely needs to know the situatien and outlook for competitive sub-
stitutes •.. · A,11other . angle is the development techniques in production and 
market~ of some product that may have a future influence on some other 
products. For instance the highly efficient operation of the poultry 
industry with a steady increase in per capita consumption should receive 
very deliberate consideration by the producers or other meat animals. 
Taylor briefly described the general types or information needed 
when he said: 
Farming is a forward looking business •••• To decide wise~ what 
prices to use in estimating future receipts requires a thorough knowl-
edge of production trends, consumer demand, price trends, and market 
outlook; that is, knowledge of the forces which make prices.Wt. 
The information needs to be on a broad seale but emphasis should be 
placed in line with specific needs of farmers in a local area. The out-
look program for any particular area must include methods for accomplish-
ing this end. 
CHAPTER III 
CURRENT OTJrLOOK PROGRAMS 
The Agricultural Extension Service in each state has some type of 
outlook program. The degree of importance attached to the work and the 
methods of handling the program varies among the states. Some programs 
consist mainly of preparing annual outlook statements. These statements 
usually cover major enterprises as well as a resume of business condi-
tions affecting agriculture. These statements may be distributed by 
mail or at meetings. Other programs are more intensively organized and 
outlook information is handled on a continuing basis throughout the year. 
Some states have regular outlook publications while in others the out-
look material is included as a part of a general agricultural or eco-
nomic organ of the institution. 
states differ considerably in the methods employed in the prepara-
tion of economic material to be used in printed form. The job of select-
ing and summarizing applicable information may be done entirely by the 
extension service in one instance, while in another, the research staff 
is charged with this responsibility. In other cases the material is 
prepared through joint efforts. Some states have extension personnel 
assigned specifically to outlook work. others operate through eamnittees 
assigned the job of coordinating the outlook program in addition to other 
project activities. 
The sources of information have a greater degree of similarity in 
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the states t programs tho do the methods of procedure in carrying on the 
work. Information issued by the USDA is the universal source of mate-
rial. State reports and experiment station reports are also used. 
Oklahoma Program in 1956 
A brief history of the outlook work in Oklahoma was presented in 
the first chapter of this manuscript. More detail conceming the pro-
cedures for collecting and disseminating information will be helpful 
at this point. Outloek for the year 1956 was presented in several coun-
ties by a state extension economist during December, 1955. A brief 
summary leaflet was also made available for distribution. Most o.r the 
farm commodities were briefly covered in each of these meetings which 
were attended by agricultural leaders and farmers invited by the local 
county agent. This approach reached few farmers and the complexity of 
the material prevented effective results. 
In the summer of 1956 individuals or committees in the extension 
service were assigned the task of preparing 1957 outlook material for 
specific commodities or areas. These specialists obtained assistance 
from research economists and others. After each commodity report was 
prepared by the assigned personnel, a committee was charged with the job 
of editing and briefing the material. The material was condensed for 
the purpose of mimeographed pamphlets to be used by state and county 
extension staffs. A more condensed version in leaflet form was also 
prepared for distribution to farmers. 
The committee responsible for coordinating the work reviewed the 
material with a group of workers selected to present the information to 
county extension workers. Four men and four women specialists were 
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selected to work as teams of two in each of the four extension districts. 
Color slides of USDA charts were used in presenting this material to the 
agents. Following these meetings county agents were urged to hold out-
look meetings by the first of Januaey. The material presented was 
strictly of a short-term nature, dealing only with next year's production 
and price outlook. Outlook information for 1957 was carried in the Decem-
ber issue of Current Farm Economics. 
On August 1, 1956, a project in the agricultural extension service 
was activated which provided a full-time employee to do agricultural out-
look work. This was an Agricultural Marketing Act project which provided 
funds on a matching basis for the purpose of increasing emphasis on out-
look and market information. Oklahana became one of 12 states, at that 
time, participating in this type of project. The Director of Extension 
and the Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics decided the 
project offered the best solution for increased use of outlook informa-
tion and a better understanding of economic conditions necessitating 
farm adjustments. 
The writer was assigned the task. under the supervision of the 
Assistant Director.of Extension"and the Head of the Agricultural Eco-
nomics Department., of developing an outlc:>ok µiformation program to .. be 
used in Oklahoma. The first year•s assig:mnent was to learn as much as 
possible about the methods and procedures used in other states in devel-
oping and presenting outlook material. Specimens of publications were 
. . 
collected;; reviewed and appraised from the standpoint of fitting into 
Oklahoma needs. The final preparation in developing the program con-
sisted of a visit to Kansas State College and personally interviewing 
those concerned with the preparation and dissemination of outlook 
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information in that state. Kansas had been under an AMA p:rojeet for 
sane time and the Oklahcma projEtct, .,,as patterned after it • 
. Workers tram three ·selected states were interviewed at the National 
Outlook Conference in :tlov8Dlber of l9S7 relative to the methods employed 
in their respective states. Two or these states., Iowa and Washington., 
operated under AMA outlook projects-the third state., North Carolina., 
had· a different . type of program. A six-page interview guide was pre-
pared prior to the outlo0k conference so that coo,parisons would be con• 
sistent and also to insure complete· .. coverage of desired intormation. 
Each of these state programs., . along with that of Kansas., will be brief~ 
reviewed and then appraised from the standpoint of meeting considered 
needs tor Oklahoma conditions. 
Kansas Program in 19.$7 
The Kansas outlook program., which is an AMA project., consisted 
mai~ ot issuing three regular publications. One, Kansas Market Cmmients., 
is issued weekly which gives the short-run price outlook in brief form., 
and contains one detailed articlC:9 1ri each issue. It is an 8,tn x 1111 
sheet mimeographed on both sides. ··· The we~ sheet is sent primarily to 
county agents and other agricultural leaders. A monthl.1' publication ot 
the tour page folded sheet fo:rm was produced by offset print. This leaf-
'0- .-. 
let contained timeq detailed articles on marketing intor.mation. The 
subjects were scheduled a year in advance and county agents ordered the 
number of each issue that he desired in advance of publication. The 
publication was distributed to .farmers by the agent. Another publication 
has been prepared monthly for many years., The Kansas Agricultural Situa• 
tion. It is issued on a bulletin size leaflet and brietq reviews the -
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current situation for each of the major agricultural commodities produced 
in the state. 
An extension economist is assigned the responsibility of coordina-
ting and preparing the outlook information. He works closely with the 
research economists, who are organized on a commodity basis:, in prepar-
ing the material. Articles are 'Wl:'itten by the different economists 
concerning their particular field. Although occasionally a longer-term 
forecast is ·written about a particular commodity, the major interest is 
on short-time production and price predictions. Outlook information may 
be presented at farmer meetings, but an intensive training program for 
extension personnel was not a part of the program. Effective use is 
made of other channels of communication. 
North Carolina Program in 1957 
In planning for the 1958 outlook work, the North Carolina Agricul-
tural Extension Service was planning to follow about the same procedure 
as used in the previous year. Economists in the Department of Agricul-
tural Economics were responsible for coordinating the material for the 
annual statement. Extension economists assisted with the final summary 
which consisted 0£ about 16 pages of mimeographed information. This was 
distributed by county agents. In addition, the December and June issues 
of the Tar-Heel Economist carried about four pages of outlook informa-
tion. The State extension staff, charged with training county personnel, 
devoted one day to rehearsal prior to district meetings of agents. The 
training meetings for agents were held in December and workers fran 
about five counties attended each district meeting. The manner of pre-
sentation to farmers was left to the discretion of each individual county 
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agent. The usual procedure was to present it as part of other programs 
at group meetings. 
No extension specialist devoted full time to outlook work. Farm 
management and marketing specialists devoted about 10% of their time to 
preparation and dissemination of outlook information. Most of the 
emphasis was on short-run forecasts; however, a special long-range out-
look prograin had been presented during the previous year. 
Washington Program in 1957 
The outlook program used in the State of Washington was handled 
with about the same procedures as had been used during the last ten 
years. The present program was started in 1948. With the exception of 
a short period during the early •50's, the program had been supervised 
continuously by the extension economist who initiated the program. 
The outlook program in Washington is concentrated around publica-
tions. A weekly multilithed letter is issued to county agents and exten-
sion staff members. These letters are often concerned only with a brief 
statement of the short-run and/or long-run outlook for each commodity 
produced in the State. At other times the information is more detailed 
for fewer commodities and may be concerned with items related to· agri-
cultural outlook. A monthly printed release is issued consisting of two 
pages of printed information. Individual commodities are treated more 
in detail and at timely intervals in this publication. It is mailed to 
about 8,000 farmers in the State. 
Every two years, outlook training meetings are held for county 
agents in the State. The county agents usually present outlook informa-
tion in connection with other programs at farm meetings. The State 
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Specialist presents information at special farm meetings and some 
commodity association meetings. Regular use is made of radio, TV and 
newspaper channels. 
Iowa Program in 1957 
The agricultural outlook program in Iowa has been operated with 
about the same procedures· for over 25 years. Of course, improvements in 
various techniques have been made as the program has progressed. Two 
extension workers devote full time to the preparation and dissemination 
of outlook information. The project leader has been in charge of the 
work since 1939. Data is collected and analyzed by the two workers in 
preparation of outlook material. Contacts are maintained with marketing 
and processing firms and production and marketing trends are kept up to 
date. 
Two publications are used to carry outlook information to farmers. 
A weekly mimeographed sheet is issued dealing with one or two short-time 
price and production f oreeasts. The analysis is usually thorough, but 
brief and to the point. Charts are used to illustrate the analysis pre-
sented. About 2500 copies of this material are distributed each week, 
most of them going to farmers who subscribe for the service at a rate of 
$1.00 per year. A more general tn>e of outlook information is printed 
each month in Iowa Farm Science, a magazine published by the Experiment 
station and Agricultural Extension Service, and distributed to 35,000 
farm families in the state who request the service. From tw0 to six 
pages may be devoted to ou.tlook depending upon the time of the year. A 
minimum number of subjects are covered in each issue and the information 
may be of the short-run, intermediate, or long-time nature. The Iowa 
~·-·--------~--·--·-·· --· . 
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Extension Service has also presented programs to farmers concerning long-
time trends and adjustments in agriculture. 
An annual statement consisting of about 25 mimeographed pages is 
prepared for the use of county and state staff members only. The State 
Extension staff is presented with outlook information during December. 
In January, the material is presented to county agents. Some county 
agents hold meetings at which outlook is presented. Iowa has seven dis-
trict economists who meet with farmers from September through February, 
at which time outlook for the caning year is presented along with other 
economic information. These seven specialists devote about 25% of their 
time to the presentation of outlook material. They receive their train-
ing in August from the state Specialist. Francis Kutish, the project 
leader in outlook information:, expressed the opinion that the presenta-
tion methods in Iowa had progressed about as far as possible and that 
their need was for :improved techniques of analysis. Farmers have asked 
that the forecasts be more specific. 
Conditions for Measuring Effectiveness 
There may be justification for wide differences among states as to 
methods and procedures used in preparing and disseminating outlook infor-
mation. Commendable features of some state programs should certainly 
justify their continued use. Sound reasons may be advanced for not 
altering the procedures in other states. But the overall objectives and 
general importance of outlook information to farmers should receive the 
same degree of emphasis in all states. Sufficient references have 
already been cited in this manuscript to establish this fact. Then some 
basis is needed to determine how well outlook programs approach the 
~---
conceptual objectives and needs heretofore described. 
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In order to do this a set of conditions have been developed to 
broadly eover the desirable features of an effective outlook program. 
Six proposed conditions £or this measurement process will be described. 
Later the programs used in the five states discussed earlier will be 
appraised as to effectiveness in meeting these requirements. 
An Optimum Outlook Program. 
1. Provides the tzyes of infomation needed by farmers to make 
production and marketing decisions. This requires adequate long-time 
forecasts as to production and consumption trends. Information mu.st be 
complete and clear enough to guide the .farmer in his individual process 
of adjustment. 
2. Supplies information··relating economic conditions outside of 
farming that may affect agricultural outlook or the individual farmer's 
position. This not only involves a general summary of business condi-
tions, but changes;that may be taking place which may alter the relation-
ship.of farming an~ the non-farming sectors of the economy. Future trends 
indicating.the deg~ee of likely change.in this ~elationship needs to be 
a part of the information. To this extent economic education must be a 
part of the .. outloo~ program because if , band.led separately the fa~er may 
not attach significance to the relationship. This combination of econauic 
outlook and economic education will better enable the farmer to consider 
alternatives outside tar.ming in his planning procedure. This may be 
more important to the preparation of farm youth for future careers than 
te,:a change in the farmer• s personal position. 
3. Has responsibility designated to one person for coordinating 
subject matter and timing of releases and activities throu@.!out the year. 
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Unless outlook material is presented on a continuing basis it is not 
effective. As has been pointed out previously., farmers are more likely 
to make use of material received during the time they are making deci-
sions for a particular enterprise. Different enterprises are considered 
during various periods throughout the year. Two or more might be con-
sidered together but the next period of decision may concern one of the 
previous problems along with a different undertaking. Thus timely dis-
tribution of material is important to production planning. 
The person responsible for coordinating may and should seek assis-
tance from other extension workers and research economists. Any 
material prepared by others to be sent to farmers should be checked by 
the coordinating individual. This does not mean that viewpoints other 
than those of the outlook specialist should not be expressed but should 
be properly verified and timed. The amount of subject matter devoted to 
each enterprise should be controlled not only for the sake of reader 
interest, but to avoid too much information on relatively minor enter-
prises. 
, Coordinating the program through ~ central figure provides 
regularity of information and prevents delays that might occur due to 
other pressing responsibilities of individuals under a divisional system 
of coordination. Emphasis can also be given to attractiveness of the 
periodical and maintaining reader interest. 
4. Makes use of all available channels of communication in 
dissemination of information. Regular publications must be the first 
means of getting information to farmers. At least one letter or other 
material should go to farmers each month. Special material should also 
be supplied to staff members as needed. Some type of regular radio and 
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TV program should be provided. Newspaper articles may. be taken from 
regular releases or special material should be written. Emphasis should· 
be on channeling most of the information direct to the famer or others 
concerned with agricultural outlook. 
5. Provides a convenient local contact for relay of farmer needs 
and desires for information. Relatively few tamers in a state have 
occasion to talk firsthand with an economist writ~ outlook information. 
Writing in to inquire for particulars mq be done by even fewer farmers. 
As farmers read or hear outlook information they may have problems that 
require additional information or need clarification on some issue. 
Distributing published material through the local coan.ty agent is the 
best means available to aCCOlllJ>lish this. This will also afford an 
opportunity for the c0UJ1tr agent to becane more informed as to the 
economic needs of farme~s. Tb.e county agent can relay these needs to 
the extension economist. This may not oc,cur under a more formal insti-
tutional distribution. 
6. Provides administrative coordination for efficient use of 
University res~ces. Any good program must ha!e administrative support. 
If the function of,the Extension Division is recognized as carrying 
- ... ,, ·-: 
research and other information to people, then an eeon~e outlook pro-
gram needs a designated place in the extension program. Extension activ-
ities in economic outlook information need to be coordinated with the 
teaching and research staff. If the Agricultural Economics Department 
is recognized as responsible for agricultural economic information for 
the institution then the extension outlook activity may becane the 
official program of the University .• 
If such coordination is desirable it may be obtained by" either the ~--~-·-· -· 
Extension Program Director or the Department Head guiding the administra-
tive movement of the agricultural outlook program. It may be that under 
some administrative organizations a designated person in Extension shares 
the responsibility with the Department Head. Modifications may be made 
to fit any type of organization, but administrative coordination is essen-
tial to an effective outlook program. 
Provision for training of Extension staff members and others in use 
of outlook information is a part of administrative coordination. Desig-
nating the proper place and emphasis of outlook information in other 
programs is also an administrative responsibility. 
T;mes of Information 
Genera~ all five states were including the desired types of in.for-
mation, but emphasis was mostly on short-run situations. Iowa, Washing-
ton, and Kansas are apparently getting more information o:t all types to 
farmers than Oklahoma and North Carolina. Information needed to develop 
long-time plans is perhaps supplied more fully in Iowa. Washington 
State includes considerable intermediate and long-term information in a 
wee~ letter going to ~a.ff members but to a less extent in the publi-
cation ma~led to farmers. The use of long-time information was not as 
evident in the Kansas material, but when used it was well connected with. 
the short-run outlook. All five state programs could be improved with 
more frequent use of long-time :forecasts. 
Related Economic Information 
Here again all state programs contained general short-run state-
ments, but extension services have usually been reluctant to play up 
advantages that may develop in the non-farm econany. The program in 
. . 
Washington state uses more general business information than the other 
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· four states. Aside from their once a year approach, Oklahoma and North 
Carolina had a good supply of general business information. But none 
presented the information in a manner that offered the farmer a means of 
comparing his economic position with opportunities in the non-farm sector. 
Iowa and Kansas being more typical farming states were perhaps more lack-
ing in this respect than the other three. Economic education was not a 
major part of the programs. 
Teehnieal Coordination 
Three states--Kansas, Iowa, and Washington-had one person in charge 
of the technical coordination, but varied in the degree of accomplishing 
desired features of coordination. Oklahoma and North Carolina did not 
meet this requirement. 
This is not intended as a comparison of the individuals concerned, 
but to judge the effectiveness of the programs as measured against the 
conditions to be met. The three programs that provided technical eoordi-
nation were apparently satisfactory to officials in each instance. Iowa 
and Washington coordinators operated with less institutional requirements 
than was evident at Kansas where editing sessions and subjects were 
scheduled in advance. Flexibility to the extent of changing material 
from original plans to meet immediate situations is desirable. 
Distribution Channels 
All five states made use of publications, but the nature, content 
and methods of distribution varied. Only three had publications issued 
at least once a month and they each had weekly releases in addition. 
Washington state did not channel as much information directly to the 
farmer as desired, especially for long-run and business related items. 
Kansas channeled the information to farmers, but carried considerable 
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duplication as the Kansas Agricultural Situation was apparently continued 
for traditional reasons. Indications were that Iowa publications reached 
the farmers more effectively than that of other states. 
All states made use of other means of communication, but only 
Kansas., Iowa and Washington with systematic regularity.· These three 
were douig so well that no attempt will be made to select the most out-
standing. Oklahoma and North Carolina programs were limited because of 
a laek of regularity and constant effort. 
Local Contact 
All five programs were handled by the Extension Service and the 
county extension program was used as a focal point. The condition can 
be met only if the local agent feels that he has a part in the whole out-
look program, not just the times it is presented at meetings. Material 
mailed direct from the University may not always leave this impression. 
Kansas provided for county agent participation in mailing material to 
farmers. Washington State supplied more information for agents 1 use 
only, which may ke~p them interested. Iowa perhaps met the situation 
with the use of the seven district economists. But no state seemed to 
have an approach that encouraged more activity by the county agent. 
Administration 
In North Carolina the Department of Agricultural Economics coordi-
nated the preparation of the annual statement and the Extension Econo-
mists presented the material to county extension workers. Kansas methods 
. . ., .. - ' 
are similar.in tlla'.1;, the research economists either write or approve the 
material of the economic information specialist. All outlook material 
in Kansas is distributed by a departmentalized extension service except 
individual writings by some of the research economists. In Oklahoma 
. - . 
research economists assisted with material used by extension economists 
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and some prepared material for the bi-monthly Current Farm Economics. 
The extension service made limited distribution ot this bulletin. 
The Iowa and Washington programs were apparently administratively 
oriented in the Extension Division. Three research economists at Wash-
ingten state College spent about two hours each month assisting the 
Extension Specialist with the monthly publication. At Iowa research 
economists assisted in preparation of general business statements. 
Strong administrative support for this relationship exists from bath the 
Department and Extension. 
Perhaps the administrative coordination has been a guiding factor 
that developed the outlook program in each of these states. Iowa comes 
nearest of the states studied to meeting all the conditions set out. 
Washington and Kansas follotir closely in that order. North Carolina and 
Oklahoma programs were similar in nature and both scored low in meeting 
the specified conditions. 
. ~-
It should be pointed out that these conditions were framed with 
Oklahana needs in mind. other states might have somewhat different 
criteria for judging effectiveness. A program for Oklahoma to meet 
these conditions will be suggested in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
A SUGGESTED AGRICULTURAL OUTLOOK INFORMATION PROGRAM FOR OKLAHOMA 
It will be assumed that general administrative coordination was 
decided on prior to establishing the AMA project in the Extension 
Division at Oklahoma state University. other details connected with 
this condition are likely to develop in time. This section will be 
devoted to formulating a program to meet the other requirements for an 
effective outlook program. 
Publications 
A four-page letter type publication issued once a month should be 
used in the initial development. It should be identified with an attrac-
tive heading, such as Oklahoma Agricultural Outlook. The University name 
and extension division should be appropriately set out in the heading. 
The letter should be designed as a 11self-mailer11 to facilitate handling. 
To begin with the letter can be duplicated by multilith and'as distribu-
tion increases the material can be printed. Printed form would consist 
of a seventeen inch by twenty-two inch sheet folded to make four pages. 
Two colwnns are to be used for each page. 
The content should consist of a regular brief summary of the next 
month's price outlook for the major farm commodities on one-half the 
front page. From two to five articles can be used for the remaining 
space. At least three charts should be used in each issue, one being on 
the back-_tD- attract attention. The best procedure is to have one 
$8 
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thorough article beginning on the first page and fill the other space 
with shorter subjects. This feature article may be a complete outlook 
picture including long-time forecasts for some commodity, or it can be 
an article designed for economic education. All subjects should be 
brief with only essential details and require a minilm.mil of :iceading ef.fol"t., 
Trends should be discussed from short-time and long-term viewpoints. 
Econa.dc and te~hnlcal changes in farming should be subjects quite often .. 
Information needed in planniPug ~hould be distributed before the decisions 
are made by farmers, but not so far ahead that infor:mation may be laid 
aside and forgotten. A knowledge of farm production procedures is neces-
sary, but not sufficient to achieve this. An understanding of when and 
how farmers go through various "planning processes" is also needed by 
the writer. 
Printing in color will help in getting reader attention. Using 
different colors periodically adds variety. Need may develop for supple-
mental publications as the program progresses. 
Distribution -
County agents should be introduced to the letter and offered an 
opportunity to select a mailing list to receive it. The number required 
can then be sent to the agent for mailing to farmers and other leaders 
in the county. This gives the agent an opportunity to follow through 
with personal contacts. It also serves to keep him more alert to out-
look information throughout the year. This system also affords an oppor-
tunity to expand the outlook program as well as evaluate response and 
progress. Readers' comments will serve to accomplish this end. 
Preparation 
The project leader charged with responsibility of the outlook pro-
6o 
gram should work close~ with other economists in research and extension 
in developing the material to be used. This may consist of assistance 
by other econanists in editing material prepared by the leader or actual 
writing of material. Articles written or major contributions by- others 
should be appropriately identified. Suggestions may be made by state or 
county staff members concerning needed information for coming issues. 
Coordination in preparing material should result in the use of rigorous 
analysis ~d considered judgments in the development of predictions and 
forecasts. 
The outlook writer must interpret USDA data and predictions in 
terms of Oklahoma conditions and needs. state data :may be available 
from sources other than USDA reports. Research results in production 
and economics can be useful in constructing outlook information because 
indications of future trends may be evident from these findings. Devel-
, opment of new technology is likely to. have economic implications and 
require analysis from that standpoint. This affords an opportunity for 
use of all departments of the University in the outlook program. The 
increasing importance of Agribusiness in the farming econOIJl1' necessitates 
the use of sources of information closely related to busin.esso 
Current reports and other material should be read before actual 
writing. Considerable thoughtmay be given to the subjects in advance 
. -
of preparation for coming issues. A thorough study of the situation 
concerning the topic should proceed up to the fina; editing which should 
be not more than two weeks before publication date. In case of multi-
lith publication, less time should be allowed between editing and final 
production. Weekly issues if used should be distributed within two days 
of writing. 
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Throughout this manuscript reference has been made to timely 
releases from the standpoint of coinciding with planning periods. In 
preparing and releasing material, it is not expected that the informa-
tion can fit every commodity and individual situation. But releasing 
poultry and egg outlook material during or just ahead of the "booking 
season" for baby chicks is useful in planning short-l'Wl operations. 
Longer run information may be useful at the manent or plans may have 
been made by some individuals based on prior predictions. 
Timing of wheat infomation falls principally in two periods. Pro-
duction planning information needs to follow harvest because farmers are 
preparing land and laying plans for the coming crop. The other period 
of concern comes shortly after the first of the year as crop conditions 
are closely watched for production possibilities as well as marketing 
developments. Interest in marketing and price forecasts continue until 
harvest is complete. Long-time outlook is needed anytime machinery or 
land purchases are considered. 
Livestock production patterns vary from farm to farm but decision-
making periods for different types of operations usually coincide. The 
trend toward distribution of marketings throughout the year, for·certain 
classes of livestock production, tends to make information timely at any 
period. However, inte~st in various kinds of information perhaps fol-
lows a seasonal pattern. Each phase of livestock production has certain 
eharacteristies that determine the chief period of decision making which 
may vary under different circumstances. 
Production of some speciality crops, supplemental or temporary 
crops depend more upon outlook information than customary- ones. Outlook 
articles released when public interest is centered on certain crops or 
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related issues are apt to receive more consideration. To this extent a 
flexible scheduling or subjects can be most useful. A definite prede-
termined timing of subject matter may not be desirable, but constant 
attention and exercise of sound judgments in determining time of re-
leases is necessary to effectiveness of the outlook program. 
Use of Other Channels 
Oklahoma State University prepares "tape libraries" onagrioultural 
subjects to be distributed to local radio stations over the st~te. Cer-
tain types of outlook information, especially of a long-run nature, can 
be distributed in this way. This should be carefully coordinated with 
the written materials since these are likely to be used by local sta-
tions. In this connection it is advisable to send the outlook letter to 
radio stations a few days after mailing to county agents. This allows 
time for the agent to develop radio programs of his own from the mate-
rial. Special radio and TV programs can be made for the larger stations 
in the state. Such programs could very well be timed each month to come 
at the mid-point between publication dates of the letter. This would 
afford more frequent use of outlook material and keep it current. 
Under the procedures outlined for the Oklahoma outlook program, 
opportunities exist for each local county agent to make use of the infor-. -
mation in newspapers. The agent can either prepare the story or pass the 
letter on to the editor. Need for special news artic;es may develop 
from other state publications and should be fulfilled. Aq movement of 
this kind should be handled so that it supplements the county oriented 
program. 
Celor charts on 2" x 2" slides presenting basic data are developed 
each year by the Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA. These can be 
effectively employed. in presenting outlook information to group meetings 
or for training staff members. These slides can be grouped for a gen-
eral agricultural outlook story or they may be arranged to tell a de-
tailed story of a particular commodity or related canmodities. 'fhe 
important things in the use of slid.es.are selection and arrangement so 
that they make the subject come alive. The person discussing the charts 
should know the subject matter to insure full vitality from the presen-
tation. A limited number of slides can be effectively used on TV pre-
grams. 
Participatiom1and Training of Other Staff Members 
All Extension staff members need to be currently informed on 
outlook situations. This is necessary not only to help guide their 
individual projects, but to add strength to the overall extension pro-
gram. This relationship to programs will be discussed more fully later. 
Production specialists do not need to be trained to present outlook 
material, but they can be familiar with conditions concerning their 
particular area. :;;o intormed they may make reference to certain. eco-
nomic implications when presenting sul)ject mattE1Jr to farm people. In 
~- ~. - . ~ . . . -. } 
ordel' that the;r ha~e complete informa~ion, the out.look proJect leader 
sh oul,.d give them· &l;l oral SUD1ll1U'Y of the outlook as well as supp~ing 
them.wi:tll:written.,aterial. 
C9l1Dty agen~s .. should be presente4 . a genera+ summary of outlook 
. . .· ~ . . , - . . ~ ·. . - ::: ' 
information soon after the National Outlook Conference. This is most 
effective in smaller groups and color chart slides should be used. The 
presentation should be complete, but not detailed. One hour and a half 
inoluding questions should be sufficient. The same program should be 
presented to state . staff members and in addition individual conferences 
~- -· 
used when necessary. The organization and operation of this type pro-
gram. should result in continuing outlook information, assist farmers in 
plamiing and better inform the public of trends in the agricultural 
economy. 
Methods of Presentation 
Mention has been made of the use of charts in preparation or mate-
rial. Certain_ techniques ~re applicable ll':1 presenting economic ~tloolc: 
information regardless or the channel used. First of all the economist 
needs to have a clear understanding·_ or the subject to be discussed and 
the length or time or space to be used. Then data, eharts and other 
materials need to be selected-to fit the subject within the time and 
space limits. Next, the materials should be organized in a manner that 
relates the story which is appropriate for the occasion. Each chart and 
piece of data need to make the subject come to life, so fitted that the 
audience can follow the trend of thought. Needless to say that relation 
of economic principles and i:nformation_should be in terms understandable 
by laymen. Over-simplification of detail should be avoided unless an 
intensive lesson-1~ intended. 
In presenting eaonomic principle~ along with outlook information 
care-should be taken to prevent complications that may cause the rele-
. ! . . . 
vant materials.to become ineffective. Ogg1 s-qggests that a useful 
technique is-to state the relevant principles as simply and clearly as 
possible, __ · th~n ~late all the illustrative mat~i-ials to the principles. 
This is an alternative to the method of using illustrative materials to 
present the subject without mentioning the economic principles involved. 
-....:::-·. - -.··~· -- ·- .... --~·-~ 
1wauaoe Ogg, "Useful Techniques in an Extensi()Jl Program in Economic 
Principles as Applied to Agriculture," Journal of Farm Economies, Vol. 
"_XXXIrFebruary., 1949, P• 697. 
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Perhaps a better technique is to use illustrations first and bring out 
the principles later since the audience can be conditioned to receive 
the more abstract principle. Bottom2 points out improved methods avail-
able to economists for teaching various economic subject.sand suggests 
using more detailed explanations. He describes the job or presenting 
outlook as supplying farmers with economic .facts, teaching the use o.f 
the .facts, and going through the process of analysis with the .farmer at 
the given time. It may not alwa:rs be feasible to follow this procedure 
except in individual planning but outlook can be presented so that 
farmers can deduct from the facts those applicable to his individual case. 
Relation of Outlook Information to other Extension Activities 
The relationship of outlook information and the overall extension 
program has been previously discussed. This concerns general activities 
and the training of extension staff members. There are specific acti vi-
ties carried on by eJCtension that require more economic and outlook 
information than indicated for the general procedures. 
Program Fl.anrlillg and ProjectioP. 
'Progran{piani:ling in the Agriculttiral Exten~ion Service is a sched.:.. 
uling of activities that are expected '·to be don~ over a specified 'period 
of time:' Thi.Enliay,:be a one-year program 'or for'some longer period. The 
schedule or. activities is usually comieeted with agricultural problems. 
The plan . includes. not only what the event is; . but where it is to take 
place, who.is to'be responsible for each phase ~nd what is expecied-to ·· 
be accomplished toward a solution or the problem concerned. In some 
2J. Carroll Bottan, "Methods of Presenting Econonrl.c Data to Farmers," 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. xxnv, December, 1952, pp. 837-841. 
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instances programs are planned for a period of five years and the activi-
ties to be undertaken for a specific year are considered as a plan of 
work. 
Program projection does not specify how things are to be done. It 
is concerned with making logical decisions as to what problems to work 
on and the order of importance or emphasis for each. Program projection 
is determined after a systematic analysis of problems. Selection of im-
portant problems can be done only after thorough study of the present 
situation and what future trends might be. Program projection, then, is 
dependent on a determination of the ~oat likely course of events for a 
certain period of time in the future. After the future course of events 
has been fairly well charted then these events need to be appraised in 
terms of the wants of the people concerned. If the future possibilities 
are not desired or require adjustments, then consideration is given to 
the things necessary to take care of the problem. 
The definition of program planning and projection obviously implies 
the use of sound long-term outlook information. If people concerned 
with agricultural problems are to plan future courses of action !or deal-
ing with problems, then the first step is the positive identification of 
the real problem. In order for them to do this, economic education must 
play a decisive role. 
Ratchferd3 classifies two general groups of problems, {l) ttfelt 
problems, 11 or those of immediate concern and (2) 11normati ve problems, 11 
those not felt at the moment but which can be predicted as following 
from certain courses of action. There is a high correlation between 
3c. B. Ratchford, ''Selecting Economic Data to Present to Farmers,n 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXIV, December, 1952, PP• 828-836. 
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"felt" and short-term problems and between long-term and "no:rmativen 
problems. The general tendency is .ror people to slight long-run problems 
in program planning due to pressure of felt problems. A good outlook 
program can focus more attention to long-term problems. If. people per-
ceive future problems in relation to the present situation.without care-
fully calculated forecasts, then program projection cannot be easily 
justified.. 
Economic education with sufficient information to enlighten people 
as to understanding present problems is a necessary prelude to any- pro-
gram planning or projection work. Outlook information relating the 
present situation with future probabilities must become an integral part 
of the undertaking. If economic outlook is to properly guide the plan-
ning process it is necessary that material be prepared and presented by 
one or more persons devoting a major part of their time to this area. 
Program planning and projection is not likely to succeed i£ outlook and 
other economic information is only incidentally presented in the identi-
fication.· of probl~s and prescribing their solutions, 
Farm and Home Development 
Farm .and home development is an activity of the extension service 
which is concerned.with solving agricultural problems through the indi-
. .. . ·- ~ . . ·~ 
vidual farm unit approach. Under this procedure the extension workers 
• .. ' 'C .. . 
counsel. a~d J:>l~ 1,:ith the farm family._,<Problems and needs are determined 
after a careful analysis of the organization of the family farm unit. 
Individual plans are made for adjustments that conform to the achieve-
ments desired by the family. These adjustments may involve considerable 
investment in equipment and permanent improvements since a long-time 
viewp<>int must be considered. Economic outlook information must there-
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fore play a vital part in the decisions made by the farm famiq and the 
extension worker liho is assisting-them. This information must be sup-
plied to the extension worker,-doing--the farm and home planning with the 
family in such a manner as to be most useful with a minimum amount of 
time required for interpretation by the worker and the farm family. 
The need tor economic data and information was recognized by 
extension administrators wb.en the Farm and Home Development program was 
initiated. However, the requirements and nature of material desired was 
not evident until later. Br~ set forth needs in terms of planning 
and later in collaboration witih c1aarS emphasized the changing reflllire• 
ments. The importance of outlook -in this program was set forth by 
Besius6 when he called attention to insufficient information on which 
farm families eou.ld base decisions. 
Rural Developmell;~ 
The rural development program was recently initiated through the 
extension senice on a pilot basis to seek possible solutions to the low 
income problem in agrioultural areas. Under this program the entire 
resources_ o~ _ ~ eount7 are considered and evaluated in terms of use and 
possibilities. Where incomes• of rural families are esP49cially low, 
activities are·to-be undertaken to-uplore the possibilities for in• 
creasing those incanes either by farm improvement supplemented with 
4norris D. ·Brown, "Problems of a Farm and Home Planning Program," 
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. XXXVI, May, 1954, P• 189. 
SJ. B. Claar and Dorris D. Brown, trChanging Requirements for Agri-
cultural Data," Journal of Fam Economics, Vol. XXXVIII, December, 19S6, 
PP• J.h46-14.,l. 
6E. J. Nesius, "The Role ot Agricultural Economists in Farm and 
Home Planning," Journal ot F81'11l Economics, Vol. IIXVII., December, l,S-5, 
PP• 842-847• 
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non-fantt work, or shifting the human resources to other regions. 
This requires a very careful study of economic conditions prevail-
ing in the county, the potential possibilities for developing new uses 
for these resources, and what the future implications might be. Due to 
the involvement of total resources, hwnan and otherwise, eeonomie intor-
mation, analysis and interpretation becOOle very important in this under-
taking. Of course, the extension service is not the only organization 
involved, but supplying an adequate program o.f outlook information can 
be a very worthwhile contribution of the extension service. In this 
connection the relation of non-farm economic factors with the agricul-
tural outlook information becomes more evident as a requirement for 
fulfilling the needs. 
4-H Club Work 
Club work in the extension serYice is carried on through project 
work and a number of activities. Guiding youth to become useful citizens 
is an underlying objective of -this "Work. Since the youth or today will 
be the adults of tomorrow, eharged 1'tith the direction or national and 
world affairs, future indications of these events are needed as guide 
posts. 4-H Club members need to develop an early understanding of pre-
vailing economic conditions intheagricultural industry, and to know 
how these relate to the non-agricultural industry and world events. An 
understanding or economic relationships and outlook will enable 4-H 
youngsters to better choose the course that they wish to follow in equip-
ping themselves for future jobs. Outlook information supplied thrmgh 
the extension service to these 4-H members and parents can be helpful to 
them in reaching these decisions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The major objective of this study was the development of an agri-
cultural outlook information program for Oklahoma farmers. In order to 
do this, it was necessary to investigate two general problem areas: 
(1) the problem of supply adjustment confronting farmers, and 
(2) the problem confronting the economist in developing the 
program. 
After careful study of research and literature concerning these problems, 
an attempt has been made to combine these with inferences and experienced 
observations for arriving at conclusions for a desirable outlook program 
in Oklahoma. 
Publications concerning outlook as used in different states were 
reviewed for ideas that could be used. One campus (Kansas State Univer-
sity) was visited to study outlook program methods. Three other state 
workers were interviewed concerning their respective outlook programs. 
All four of these programs were subjected to an analysis in terms of 
meeting certain conditions for Oklahoma needs. By combining the apparent 
desirable features of these programs and publications a suggested program 
and publication for Oklahoma was developed. 
It was determined that an effective outlook program for Oklahoma 
farmers should provide: 
~·
0 ·(1} All types of information necessary for production planning 
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by farmers rather than short-run marketing information only. 
This includes economic education. 
(2) Continuous source of information throughout the year. 
(3) Timing of subject matter releases to coincide with planning 
periods and before decisions are made ,i-- minimizing the time-
lag in preparation of short run information and reaching 
farmers. 
(4) Responsibility for technical coordination of material used 
in the program. 
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(5) Participation and training of state and county staff members 
of the Agricultural Extension Service of the University. 
(6) Administrative coordination with the overall Extension pro-
gram as well as the educational activities of the University. 
Generally it might be said that an effective outlook program attempts 
to provide farmers with information that enables them to approach the 
ideal of perfect knowledge as to supply and demand relationships. The 
program should be evaluated occasionally and adjustments made to meet 
changing requirements. 
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